
Lecture Focus Case Readings Questions

1 New business models and change Tesla, car industry "The great Teslafication" (The Economist)

What does Tesla try to do differently than other 
car makers cited in the article? What are the 
risks and potential benefits of this approach? 
What are the consequences for suppliers? And 
for countries having large automotive 
industries?  What do car firms intend to do 
regarding software and selling cars?

2 Pricing, logistics  and selling Primark "How Primark makes money selling $3.50 T-shirts" (The Economist)
How does Primark operate compared to ist 
rivals? How does it achieve its low cost? How do 
its supplier relations look like? And its pricing?

3 Financial management Financial statements "The appeal, and the flaws, of cash based accounting" (The Economist)

What are the differences between P&L accounts 
and cash accounting? What do changes in cash 
tell you about a firm? How can cash flows be 
boosted?

4 Financial markets, IPO General, Volvo
"Going public Here is a how-to guide" (The Economist), 

"Volvo’s IPO will keep it ahead in the electric-car race" (The Economist)

How do IPO work? Why does Volvo IPO? Why 
was the initially planned IPO cancelled a few 
years ago? What will happen to Volvo's current 
majority shareholder Geely?

5 Valuation Uber "Lex in-depth: does Uber deserve its $91bn valuation?" (Financial Times)

How does a company valuation work in 
principle? What key indicators are used to value 
Uber? How is Uber trying to influence the 
valuation? In what way is the market 
environment relevant for valuations?

6 Pricing power and investors Various "Pricing power is highly prized on Wall Street" (The Economist)
Why do investors like firms' pricing power? 
When is pricing power especially important? 
What firms tend to have better pricing power?

7 Operations and transformation IBM Cloud "How IBM lost the cloud" (Protocol)
List the rationale within IBM to enter the cloud 
business and the factors that led to its 
underwhelming outcome.

8 Government and regulations Alibaba / China "Alibaba and the 40 officials" (The Economist)

How is the Chinese government trying to 
influence Alibaba? What effects did Chinese 
government interventions have on Alibaba? How 
is Alibaba trying to re-kindle its growth there?

9 Governance Shareholders and activists "The power of the proxy" (The Economist)

What is shareholder activism? What does it look 
like in reality? What issues have become more 
important for activist investors? How does 
management react?

10 Business in emerging markets Sri Lanka "What Sri Lanka reveals about the risks in emerging markets" (Financial T.)
What are emerging countries? Why can they be 
attractive to businesses? What are the risks? 
What happened in Sri Lanka?

11 Cooperations Renault-Nissan "Jean-Dominique Senard’s fight to rescue the Renault-Nissan alliance" (FT)

What is the reasoning behind this automotive 
alliance? What are the challenges? What were 
the specific problems with the Renault Nissan 
alliance in day to day business?

12 Corporate strategy and climate ExxonMobil "Why ExxonMobil is sticking with oil as rivals look to a greener future" (FT)
What is Exxon's rationale for its strategy? What 
are competitors doing? What are risks and 
opportunities for Exxon?

13 Growth and scaling JOKR "JOKR and Personalized Instant Commerce" (Turner Novak)
List the steps in JOKR's development and 
growth. What major actions were taken by 
management?


